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Number 1

It’s a new year and time to make resolutions and set goals for ourselves and organizations. Personally I have a few goals for the coming year. The first is to once again try to hit the 400 bird mark for the
year. The second is to stop monitoring the regression of my hairline.
And the third is to continue to help NMFWA move forward and leave
it in even better shape than when I took over as president in 2014.
Last March I mentioned that my number one task to accomplish this
past year was to get the NMFWA house in order, specifically recreating the NMFWA membership list. When I first received the membership list in April I was surprised to find that the list included 1,739
people. When I started to really look at the list I found that much of
the information was from the mid-90s, email addresses were outdated; large numbers of now retired members; and overall affiliations
with each Service, installation or command were lacking. In essence
we had a large spreadsheet of obsolete information. It was at this
point I decided to start again and recreate the NMFWA membership
list from scratch. I reached out through emails, the FAWN, The Herp
Newsletter, and Facebook asking that current members and nonmembers send me their contact information. Nine months later I
have heard from 450 people (Air Force-62, Army-167, Navy-142, Marine Corps-27, and Contractors/Retired-52). A good start but we still
have a long way to go. I haven’t heard from natural resource professionals and land managers from numerous Army installations including Fort Campbell, Fort Knox, Fort Meade, Fort Bliss, Fort Hood,
Fort Sam Houston, Fort Lewis, and the Hawaiian installations and
training complex. From the Air Force I haven’t heard from WrightPatterson AFB, Peterson AFB, Buckley AFB, Tyndall AFB, Scott
AFB, and Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson. Another way to look at
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The Wild Side, cont’d
the data is that I do not have a natural resource contact at 111 INRMP installations. I need
your help. By updating the membership list, NMFWA hopes to identify and bring in the new
natural resources professionals who are replacing the many members who are retiring. We also want to be able to demonstrate to DoD and Service leadership the importance of NMFWA
as a tool for training, communication and problem solving. If you are a current NMFWA member please send me an email at (todd.wills@navy.mil) that, at a minimum, contains the information from your signature block. Lastly, if you know of natural resources professionals on
your base that are not members, give them a shove, and show them how easy this free membership can be.
Less than two months from now the annual NMFWA Training Workshop will be held in Omaha, NE. NMFWA Vice President and Workshop Chair Liz Neipert has been working overtime
to create a great event. The agenda for the event and other pertinent information can be found
in this issue of the FAWN. Like everyone, I am in the fog when it comes to workshop travel approval. I can say that despite the final numbers approved for attendance across DoD, there
have been a number of people within each of the Services leadership who have been working
hard to move the approval process along and get as many people to Omaha as possible.
The annual NMFWA Training Workshop obviously goes beyond just training. The workshop
allows DoD natural resources professionals the opportunity to get together and talk issues,
problem solve and develop relationships with other installation personnel. The event also provides a venue to give Service leadership the opportunity to interact with installation level personnel and discuss internal issues, upcoming policy changes and answer questions raised. This
is something that does not happen often and the Training Workshop represents the only event
for DoD natural resources professionals and leadership to accomplish this.
When looking at the amount of money that DoD puts forth to cover the cost of travel and attendance we agreed with DoD that we had to offer as many opportunities as possible for
events and interactions. The object is to reduce the amount of non-activity and provide events
in the evening where members could participate and continue to socialize with other installation professionals from across DoD.
I have been asked if we have the ability to reduce or do away with the $410 registration fee.
The $410 is an amount that is set by the Wildlife Management Institute (WMI). The WMI coordinates the location of the event with the hotel. The $410 is split equally between WMI and
NMFWA. The WMI takes $205 and uses it for expenses related to the event to include the
rental of meeting rooms. The annual cost to NMFWA to hold the workshop is roughly 30K. The
$205 that NMFWA receives goes towards the Awards Banquet and awards, Welcome Mixer,
Show & Tell, printing the program guide, and renting vehicles for the installation field.

The FAWN
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The Wild Side, cont’d
trip, etc. It is also our only sources of income for the website, outreach materials and
sponsoring the Military Lands Working Group. The NMFWA Board does everything in
their power to keep costs down while still providing the best Training Workshop we can.
Scheduling our training workshop with WMI allows NMFWA members to meet representatives from the US Fish & Wildlife Service, state fish and wildlife agencies, and numerous NGOs and other stakeholders. It also allows these participants to sit in on NMFWA sessions and meetings and get an idea of how effectively the DoD is managing its
lands. It is a win-win situation.
Sadly, this is my last Wild Side before turning control over to President Elect Coralie
Cobb in March. I want to say thank you to everyone that has helped make this past year
memorable. I reconnected with so many people that I have met over the years. Many installations have shared their success stories with me as well as their challenges. If there
is any wisdom I can pass on it is that NMFWA represents a complex network of exceptional subject matter experts across the DoD who are dedicated to both their careers and
ensuring the military mission is met. I am proud to say that I am part of the NMFWA
community with all of you.

NMFWA Annual Training Workshop is
Looking for a Few Good (Wo)Men!
Do you want to get involved? We want to hear from you. We have numerous
ways for you to help out in Omaha. Assistance is needed for AV support,
event setup, transportation liaison, and others.
Please contact our Vice President and Program Chair, Elizabeth Neipert, at
elizabeth.neipert@colostate.edu with questions or interest in involvement.

The FAWN
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National Military Fish & Wildlife Association
Annual Natural Resources Training Workshop
and Meeting
9-13 March 2015
Omaha, Nebraska

To register visit: http://www.wildlifemanagementinstitute.org/
Under “Registration Type” dropdown box, please select the National Military Fish and Wildlife
Association.
The event organizers (Delaney Meeting & Event Management) understand that within DoD we
often do not receive approval to attend training until the last minute. The event organizers are
once again working with NMFWA to allow you to register and the ability to cancel your registration/credit card payment by 27 February 2015.
When registering, you are required to enter either "Credit Card" or "Check" for payment method. If you choose to select credit card, the card will NOT be billed until 1 March. If you are required to cancel due to attendance non- approval you have the ability to call the event organizers at 802-865-5202 and end your registration as well as payment. If you do need to cancel, it
is recommended that you cancel by 27 February. It will be your responsibility to cancel.
If you select "Check" you will be able to pay at the registration desk once you arrive at the
event. If selecting "Check" it will ask you to enter the "Check Number". You do not have to enter a check number and can leave blank. You are not required to mail a check prior to the event.
If you are still not approved for travel by 27 February, please cancel your registration. If you receive approval after27 February contact the event organizers to address payment or pay upon
arrival in Omaha.

See ya in Omaha!!!
The FAWN
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Honor trail-blazing volunteers, natural resource managers, and Military members preserving our national heritage on Military lands. Real change comes through those among us who work tirelessly and
encourage others, remove obstacles, build bridges, and get things done despite roadblocks and politics.
These are the people who inspire us, change the world one plant or animal or brick at a time - and
they remind us that it is still possible to accomplish great things one step at a time. Please join the
National Military Fish & Wildlife Association in honoring those among us who support the military
mission by preserving the natural heritage of our country on DoD lands in this manner - nominate
them for a NMFWA award. Any individual can make a nomination (not just NMFWA members) and
awards can go to any individual or group fitting the nomination categories. Awards will be presented
at the next annual meeting. All nominations should be emailed to nmfwaawards@gmail.com.
Due to the urgency in getting the award process completed please note deadline of 31 January to submit nominations. There have been reports by some people that the Award Nomination Ballot found on
the NMFWA website is not allowing for the inclusion of the section "Description of Accomplishments
and/or Achievements. If this is the case please fill out in word and submit to nmfwaawards@gmail.com. Make sure that the person being nominated and for which award is included at
the top of the write up. Lastly, you need not include information on "Criteria Ranking" in the writeup.
All questions on the award nomination process should be addressed to either Todd Wills (831 6562850, todd.wills@navy.mil) or David McNaughton (717 861-8408, davmcnaugh@pa.gov).
The NMFWA Awards Ballot and Rules can be found at: http://www.nmfwa.net/index.php/awards
Rules
 All nominations must be sent to nmfwaawards@gmail.com by 31 January to qualify. Nominations

received after 31 January will be considered in the following year's nomination process.
 Anyone can nominate award candidates. No one may nominate themselves or a family member.

Awards can be given to individuals or groups. Awards recognize work above and beyond work requirements.
 In order to qualify, nominations must include fully completed ballots and a narrative of less than

2000 words covering the following topics: the nominee's accomplishments, a) why they deserve the
award, and b) how their achievements meet the intent of the award and c) how their achievements
meet the ranking criteria.
 Most general award categories are for short-term achievements (less than 5 years), while the life-

time achievement and both presidential awards are for long-term contributions.
 Nominations for most general awards are open to all. Nominees need not be NMFWA members or

DoD employees. Nominees for general awards can be volunteers, professional DoD personnel, or
non-DoD personnel. Nominees for the lifetime achievement award are limited to NMFWA members
only.
 Nominations for presidential awards are open to specific groups. The Bio-political Leadership

Award is open to all; however, the Laurence Jahn Award is open to non- DoD employees and nonNMFWA members only.

The FAWN
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NMFWA AWARDS PROGRAM, cont’d
General Awards
 Conservation Research: This award is intended to recognize technicians, scientists, researchers, volun-

teers, and personnel from non-profit organizations, government agencies, academic institutions, contractors, cooperators, and the DoD who have contributed to significant research that has taken place
on a military installation or was funded by DoD funds, in any areas of research listed below. The subject research should improve the understanding and management of natural resources on DoD lands
in support of the military mission
a) Fish & Wildlife
b) Vegetation
c) Insects
d) Ecosystem/ Cross-species Interactions
e) Pest Management/ Invasive Species Control
f) Pollution Prevention & Cleanup/ Clean Air & Water
 Natural Resources Conservation Management, Model Programs / Projects: The award category is in-

tended to recognize resource managers (including but not limited to technicians, program managers,
biologists, land managers, and project managers), regardless of their source of employment, who further natural resource management on military installations in support of the military mission through
developing programs or projects which can serve as models for conservation on military lands.
 Natural Resources Conservation Management , Policy: This award category is intended to recognize

policy-makers, regardless of their source of employment, who further natural resource management on
military installations in support of the military mission through the creation or interpretation of natural resources legislation and policy.
 Natural Resources Conservation Management, Enforcement: This award category is intended to recog-

nize game wardens, conservation officers, police officers, range regulation enforcers, wildlife services
personnel, lawyers and judges who have contributed to natural resource conservation on military
lands in support of the military mission through their enforcement of law, policy, and regulations.
 Natural Resources Conservation Management, Communication, Military Involvement: This award

category is intended to recognize those who increase military involvement in or understanding of natural resource conservation on military installations. This includes both military personnel who take
part in conservation and natural resource personnel who promote and foster military involvement and
understanding in support of the military mission. Recipients may include, but are not limited to, volunteers, educators, negotiators, public affairs personnel, journalists, and military personnel.
 Natural Resources Conservation Management, Conservation Partnerships: This award category is in-

tended to recognize those who develop fruitful partnerships benefiting natural resource conservation
on military installations in support of the military mission. This includes both DoD personnel who
take part in conservation and external organization representatives who promote and foster partnerships with DoD. Recipients may include but are not limited to volunteers, educators, negotiators, public affairs personnel, journalists, and DoD natural resource personnel, non-profit staff, and non-DoD
government staff.
 Natural Resources Conservation Management, Promoting Public Awareness: This award category is

intended to recognize those who promote public awareness of the military role in conserving the nation's natural resource legacy. This includes both DoD personnel who promote better external understanding of natural resources conservation on DoD lands, and external organization representatives
who promote external awareness of these issues. Recipients may include but are not limited to volunteers, educators, negotiators, public affairs personnel, journalists, and DoD natural resources personnel, non-profit staff, and non-DoD government staff.
The FAWN
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NMFWA AWARDS PROGRAM, cont’d

NMFWA Lifetime Achievement Award: This award category is intended to recognize those who have
contributed significantly over the course of their career to NMFWA's progress as an organization and
to conservation on DoD lands in support of the military mission. The current history-in-the-making
and progress of NMFWA rests on the shoulders of giants and these are the giants. Only NMFWA
members are eligible for this award.

Presidential Awards


Award for Bio-Political Leadership: The award was established to recognize outstanding biopolitical leadership, commitment, and ethics on behalf of or affecting wildlife and natural resources on military lands. In particular, bio-political actions, where personal risk is involved and
progress towards ultimate success is achieved, are the focus of this award. For the purpose of this
award, bio-politics is defined as that arena where biological decisions may be influenced as much,
or more, by political factors as they are by sound science. The award was formally established at
the 1994 annual meeting. Any individual or group who fulfills the purpose of this award is eligible. The award may be presented for either short-term or long-term accomplishments. Nominations for this award are open to all.

Nominations should be submitted to the Awards Committee Chair and Immediate Past-President,
who will coordinate nomination.



Laurence R. Jahn Award: The Laurence R. Jahn Award was established to recognize a person(s)
or organization(s) not directly affiliated with NMFWA that has donated time and energy over the
course of their career toward making significant contributions to benefit natural resources policy
and programs on DoD lands in support of the military mission. This special award was established
in honor of Larry Jahn (deceased), a former President of the Wildlife Management Institute
(WMI). Dr. Jahn provided tireless support to help NMFWA grow and become established within
the national community of conservation organizations. Selection criteria are as follows:
a) Nominee's actions must have had an impact at the national level.
b) Nominee's efforts must have related to program and/or policy issues.
c) Nominee's efforts must have extended far beyond the scope of normal duties and should involve considerable personal time and energy.
d) Nominee's actions must have involved collaboration with other agencies and conservation
organizations.

Nominations for this award are open to non-DoD employees and non-NMFWA members.

Support those doing great natural resources work
and nominate them for a NMFWA Award!
The FAWN
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2015 Annual Training Workshop Agenda Highlights
 Annual NMFWA Members Meeting
 DoD Policy Update
 Military Services Breakouts
 Working Group Business Meetings
 Bird/Animal Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH)
 Bat
 Invasive Species
 Fish and Wildlife Recreation
 Herpetology
 Pollinators
 Conservation Law Enforcement
 Whole Day Forestry Breakout
 DoD Partners in Reptile and Amphibian Conservation Implementation Workshop
 DoD Bird Conservation Planning Meeting
 Session-Addressing Climate Change in INRMPs
 Session-Integrating State Wildlife Action Plans with INRMPs Using Effective State

Partnerships
 Session-Bird Conservation and Mission Support
 Session-Bat Conservation on DoD Lands
 Session-BASH, Air Operations, and Conservation Tools: Thinking Outside the Box
 Workshop-Using Genetic Tools to Enhance Natural Resource Management on DoD

Lands
 Panel Discussion-So You Wanna be a Contractor: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
 DoD Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation Meeting
 DoD Bird Conservation Meeting
 The Wildlife Society-Military Lands Working Group Meeting
 NMFWA Board of Directors Meeting
 NMFWA Awards Banquet and Hall of Fame Induction
 NMFWA Show and Tell
 Wildlife Management Institute Special Sessions
 Avoiding a House Divided: Creative Conflict Resolution to Unite Conservation

in the Coming Decades
 The Business of Conservation: Converting Consumers to Customers
 Planning for Species Sustainability: Avoiding the Need to List Under the ESA
 The Evolution of Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research
The FAWN
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2015 DRAFT AGENDA
Keep checking www.nmfwa.net for the most up-to-date information.

The FAWN
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NMFWA Annual Training Workshop Host Hotel
The Training Workshop will be held at the Hilton Omaha
(http://www3.hilton.com/en/hotels/nebraska/hilton-omaha-OMACVHH/index.html) and the
CenturyLink Center, located in the heart of downtown Omaha near the Old Market Entertainment District and seven minutes from Eppley Airfield Airport. The special discounted rate
of $102 plus 18.16% tax is the current federal per diem rate. The cut-off date for reservations
is February 14, 2015. Please call Hotel Reservations at 1-800-HILTONS, and ask for the Wildlife Management Institute conference rate.
Hilton Omaha ◊ 1001 Cass Street ◊ Omaha-Nebraska 68102-1 ◊ 402-998-3400
State tax exemption, Centrally Billed Accounts (CBAs) are exempt. Individually Billed Accounts (IBAs) travel cards are not exempt in Nebraska. http://smartpay.gsa.gov/about-gsasmartpay/tax-information/state-response-letter

The time has come to showcase natural resources accomplishments on your installation. This Call
for Posters is going out to all installations inviting you to communicate to NMFWA and WMI community your projects, surveys, cost saving tools or perhaps even interesting observations. In order
to save room please contact Nicole Olmstead at (nicole.olmsted@fe.navy.mil) with your intentions.
There is no costs associated with the presentation of posters.
Don’t have a poster to present? How about entering the photo contest!
See Photography Contest rules on Page 12.

The Silent Auction is always looking for donations. Think about bringing an item
unique to your region. Wine from California. Cheese from Wisconsin. Beef jerky
from Texas. Or, it’ the perfect opportunity
to let go of that questionable Christmas gift
that you are just not sure about.... Let’s get
back into the swing of things and make this
Silent Auction the best one yet. Thanks!.
Contact Kirsten Christopherson at
kirsten.christopherson@us.af.mil with any questions or offers of help.
The FAWN
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The annual NMFWA Photography Contest will be held in conjunction with the Show and Tell
Reception.
Contest rules are as follows:
1. Photos must be taken by the participant. Anyone registered at the NMFWA conference is
eligible to enter.
2. Photos must be mounted on stiff backing such as photo board, art board, or foam core, etc.
Matting is optional. Do not submit photos in glass frames. Each photo must have the name and
address of the photographer clearly marked on the back, along with the entry category.
3. Photos must be at least 5 X 7 inches and no larger than 11 X 14 inches in size (not including
mat or board). Color and black and white prints are acceptable. Slides are not allowed.
4. Each photo must qualify in one of the following categories:
a. Wildlife (any species is acceptable)
b. Installation field activities (photo must have been taken at a DoD installation or project
site to qualify for this category)
c. Landscapes/scenic (any location is acceptable)
d. Humor/fun (includes wildlife or people in humorous poses, people taking part in fun
activities such as NMFWA meeting, studio shots, etc.)
e. Botany (any plant species is acceptable, this includes
fungi and alga).
5. Each participant may enter up to two photos in each
category. One prize will be awarded in each category.
Participants at the Show and Tell Reception will vote on
the winning photos.
6. Bring your photos with you and submit them before
the Show and Tell Session.

The POC for the contest is Bob Schallmann at
(robert.schallmann@navy.mil)

The FAWN
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NMFWA Annul Training Workshop
WELCOME MIXER
Dreading hotel room service again? (It’s never
under per diem anyways.) Come out to the
Welcome Mixer instead. This is a great chance to
get to know your fellow NMFWA members in a less
formal setting.

ANNUAL AWARDS BANQUET
& HALL OF FAME INDUCTION

The Henry Doorly Zoo and
Aquarium will be hosting the
Annual Awards Banquet and Hall of
Fame Induction.
Join us for social hour in the Scott
Aquarium and then we will move to
Education Conference Center for
dinner and awards presentation.
(Included in your registration fee.)

The FAWN
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2015-2016 Ballot for NMFWA Board of Directors
Following approval by the majority of the current Board of Directors, this slate will be elected by
majority vote on our website, http://www.nmfwa.net. Note that this will require users to log in (see
the upper right corner of the site) for the ballot to be activated. Elections will run from 1-20 February. Please vote!
President-Elect

Elizabeth Neipert, ERDC-EL

Vice President

Eric Britzke, ERDC-EL

Secretary

Nicole Olmsted, NAVFAC Pacific

Director-at-Large

Janet Johnson, Arizona National Guard

Eastern Director

Greg Fleming, Ft. Belvoir

Central Director

Michele Richards, Michigan National Guard

Western Director

Jason Gibbons, AFCEC

Due to limited travel and other constraints over the past three years and lingering doubts about future
travel plans, the field of candidates is still narrow but several excellent candidates declined to run this
year that are keeping themselves available for 2016-2017. I feel confident that this 2015 class will be
as or more excellent than those they follow and will provide future leadership to NMFWA.
Already in place by votes in 2014:
President

Coralie Cobb

Treasurer

Lauren Wilson

Newsletter Editor

Laura Busch

Director-at-Large

Seth Berry

Director East

Jim Swift

Director Central

Rick Lance

Director West

John Haddix

The FAWN
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Directorate Public Works, Dominion Partner to Encourage Osprey
Populations at Fort Belvoir, Virginia
Annalee Grant, Belvoir Eagle
The wait list to get into the Villages at Fort Belvoir keeps growing, and so too does a little community along the post's Potomac shore that may be the area's hottest real estate. In this village residents have waterfront-views; fresh, locally harvested food for the taking; a lively community to raise a family; an active playground to teach their babies about the world; and regardless of how long you're away, your nest is still waiting for you when you get home.
Yes, the fastest-growing population on Fort Belvoir could indeed be the osprey community
nesting near the 300 Area along the Potomac River. That population has doubled in the past
10 years, from 30 mating pairs in 2000, to 60 in 2012. Last week Dominion Virginia Power
completed work to turn above-ground power lines into underground ones and they have turned
the poles over to the ospreys, thanks to a partnership with the Fort Belvoir Directorate of Public Works (DPW).
By July 23, all the above-ground lines in Fort Belvoir's 300 Area had been de-energized and
put underground, improving aesthetics and service, and - just as important - preventing any
future osprey deaths when they come into contact with live power lines.
"They've been trying to nest on these poles for years," said Frank Kapper, Jr., privatization
base manager for Dominion. "During nesting season we have to patrol all the lines usually
once or twice a day to make sure they weren't trying to build nests. A lot of the outages in this
area were because of them, so we're basically going to eliminate all of the (outages)."
Kapper said the service to Fort Belvoir residents will improve greatly with the new underground lines. Not only will there be less frequent outages, but they will have better control
over the grid when they need to take parts of it down for regular maintenance.
Dominion and DPW have been trying for years to eliminate osprey deaths and the outages that
come with them. Despite a number of mitigation projects, they still found the birds hitting the
lines. "They just would not give up on making a nest here," said Greg Fleming, a wildlife biologist for DPW.
Kapper said all power poles in the area have PVC pipes added to the top to make the pole
higher in hopes that the birds will perch on those instead of the energized wires below. They
have also built bars that extend up from the cross bar on a power pole that keeps the ospreys
from landing and getting a grip, but ospreys continued to get into the power lines.
"They'll build a nest like that in a day," Fleming said, pointing to a mass of sticks about twofeet in diameter perched on the top of a repurposed power pole facing towards the Potomac.
In fact, the birds were the leading cause of outages up until this year - when only two outages
have been caused by osprey getting into lines. In the past four months, when all lines have
been underground, there has been one outage that had nothing to do with an osprey. It's a statistic Kapper is proud of. "They used to drive us crazy because they used to build them when
the lines are energized and they'd always knock out the power," Kapper said.

The FAWN
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Osprey Populations at Fort Belvoir, cont’d
Ospreys don't always die when they come into contact with a line. Sometimes they simply lose
some of their nesting materials in the process of construction, and the drop of a stick is enough
to trigger an outage. Or the electricity will arc over and hit their nest, leaving the bird unscathed. Kapper recalls one female osprey that died and caused an outage when she landed between two wires and spread her wings out, touching two at the same time.
The challenge wasn't just the physical removal of the nests. The removal itself is subject to the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which says that a nest with eggs in it cannot be moved. Under a
new Virginia state law, no nest can be moved - with or without eggs - after April 16 without a
permit. "It's one of those things where you have to remove all the sticks everyday to prevent
that from happening," Fleming said.
Contractors on Fort Belvoir sometimes run into trouble when they leave their projects for the
weekend, come back and have a nest with eggs already built and thriving. "That's why we patrol daily," Kapper laughed, sympathizing with his fellow Fort Belvoir contractors.
On a hot, humid summer day in July, the birds left their comfy nests and flew upwards, catching a thermal draft. At one point seven osprey swirled high above, catching the draft, lowering
down, and shooting back up again. Around mid-summer the chicks fledge the nest and learn
new flight techniques.
"This is a perfect location for them. Now that the lines are going to be underground, it's going
to be osprey heaven. It's going to be like waterfront community down here," Kapper said.
The Fort Belvoir osprey community is getting more and more tight-knit, resembling the Army
community with which they share a swath of land. DPW and Dominion used to leave the poles
100 yards apart as they took down lines, but now they can be placed within 50 yards of each
other.
"Now they're getting so friendly with each other, and they have to live in closer quarters to
have the ideal situation," Fleming said.
If the poles were any closer, though, Fleming suspects the female osprey would defend their
nests and drive others away. About every second pole will be left for the osprey after Dominion
is finished. All the wires, PVC pipes and wood will be recycled. Kapper said the PVC pipes will
be moved to poles elsewhere in the state that have similar bird problems. DPW is providing the
wood needed to create a crossbar at the top of the pole that will create a support for a nest.
Kapper and Fleming find it funny which poles the osprey use. They remember one pole that
was put up in the 300 Area that seemed perfect: close to the water, far away from other nests
with a line of sight straight to the Potomac. But despite the million dollar location, no birds
claimed it.
"I guess we weren't thinking like ospreys," Fleming said with a chuckle.
Dominion does have other areas of the state where birds of prey get tangled up with power
lines, but it isn't as common in Northern Virginia.
"In Northern Virginia it's very rare to have this much water access. It's a little unique for us to
be able to help out and do this," Kapper said. "You've got your own waterfront, you've got ample
food source, and no predators. So it's really sort of the trifecta."
The FAWN
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Osprey Populations at Fort Belvoir, cont’d

Stop Sign

A high osprey electrocution/power outage area before the underground power
line project. Photo by Gregory W. Fleming.

Stop Sign

The same area with the underground power line project complete. One pole remains with the addition of
wood cross arms added to make it easier for an osprey to nest. DPW and DVP decided to keep eight utility poles in place for the osprey to nest on. DPW provided the wood for the project and DVP removed the
remaining poles and completed the construction of the nesting platforms. Photo by Gregory W. Fleming.
The FAWN
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The Wildlife Society – Military Lands Working Group Update
Rhys Evans

We’re official!! We formally received recognition as a Working Group in October (a short note was published in “The Wildlife Professional” and the “e-Wildlifer”). Now, we need to keep at least 50 members
interested enough to drop that massive $5 fee each year… So, for those of you who have become members
(thanks!), and those of you who might (you must also be a member of The Wildlife Society at the
“national” level), here’s an update:
The Wildlife Society Conference, Pittsburgh, October 2014:
-One event was Sponsored by Military Lands Working Group:
Reducing the Threat of Extinction Through Cooperative Conservation on Military Lands
-One event was Co-Sponsored by Military Lands Working Group:
Integrating Invertebrates into Wildlife Science and Management
Current Membership: 67
Bank balance (April 2014): $472
Officers:
Chair: Rhys Evans
Vice Chair: Robert Lovich
Secretary: Deanna McCullum
Treasurer: Kirsten Christopherson
We are going to have a semi-formal meeting of our group at WMI/NMFWA in Omaha on Monday afternoon, March 9th. All in attendance are welcome!
We're planning a Working-Group sponsored Field Trip to Armed Forces Canada Base Shilo, probably on
the Saturday prior to the 2015 TWS Annual Conference in Winnipeg (October 2015). We might all surprise ourselves, but frankly, we're not expecting massive attendance at the Manitoba / Winnipeg conference. But gears are already turning regarding a symposium or workshop (or both) at TWS 2016 in North
Carolina.
That leads me to a "Challenge." Because we might not have a whole lot to show for MLWG "national"
activity in 2015 (and early 2016), I'd like to encourage MLWG members to propose various morphs of
"Ecology and Management of Wildlife on Military Lands" technical sessions at Chapter, State and Sectional TWS meetings in the upcoming 18 months or so. I've done several of these in The Western Section
(with much-appreciated assistance and leadership from Kirsten and others), and am planning one for the
TWS West meeting in Pomona, CA, January 2016. By all means, members can/should propose “military
lands” sessions at meetings other than TWS, too! I’d be happy to facilitate with templates and previous
event schedules.
Finally, as current Chair of this Working Group, I was asked to serve a 2-year term on the Editorial Advisory Board of "The Wildlife Professional." It's been fun (and easy!) so far, but if any of YOU would like
to suggest ideas for articles or even a focus area for a group of articles, please feel free to contact me! ALSO, we're always looking for shorter items for the sections "State of Wildlife," "Field Notes" and "Science
in Short." Topics/Suggestions? Send 'em my way!! The Editorial Advisory Board is also looking for peer
reviewers. I'm pleased to be able to serve as a facilitator for our working group (and NMFWA) to TWS
and the Editorial Advisory Board...
The FAWN
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Monarchs ‘May Be Warranted’ for Federal Listing; Services Already Responding to Declines
On New Year’s Eve 2014, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service published its 90-day findings on the petition to list the monarch butterfly
(Danaus plexippus plexippus) under the Endangered Species Act filed
by Xerces Society, Center for Biological Diversity, Center for Food
Safety, and Dr. Lincoln Brower. You might have missed the article in
the Federal Register entitled “Endangered and Threatened Wildlife
and Plants; 90-Day Findings on Two Petitions” that discusses the potential delisting of the California gnatcatcher and potential listing of
the monarch butterfly
(https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2014/12/31/201430574/endangered-and-threatened-wildlife-and-plants-90-dayfindings-on-two-petitions#h-14).
A look through the Service’s paperwork shows a broad support for the
monarch listing based on habitat (milkweed and grassland) losses to agriculture and, specifically, the use of
the herbicide glyphosate. Neonicotinoids and a few other insecticides are also listed as a serious threat. Other
factors include overwintering habitat losses (to international logging, urbanization, and bark beetles), disease
and predation, climate change, solar arrays, and even reared releases.
Earlier in 2014, the DoD responded to a Presidential memorandum asking federal agencies to increase protections to pollinators and their resources on federal lands by circulating the DoD Policy to Use PollinatorFriendly Management Prescriptions (5 SEP 2014,
http://www.nmfwa.net/uploads/documents/Pollinator_Friendly_Management_-_signed_memo001.pdf). This
memo increased priority on monarch conservation, amongst other pollinators, found on installations throughout the nation.
In response, the Navy issued a best management practices memo in October 2014
(http://www.dodpollinators.org/Pollinator_BMPs_factsheet.pdf). When possible, the key to success is leaving
natural buffers to any human-influenced landscape (agriculture, rights of way, improved training landscapes,
etc.) with wildflowers, especially the monarch host plant milkweeds (Asclepias species). The elimination of
edge habitat in modern agriculture was a key factor listed in the petition.
One of the best means of monarch and pollinator funding remains the National Public Lands Day funding
made available in part through the DoD Legacy Program. This volunteer-directed initiative has paid for tools
and materials to install many butterfly and pollinator gardens and rights-of-ways throughout Defense lands.
Additionally, many non-governmental groups are looking for large scale habitat to enhance, potentially
providing a source for materials and labor on your native landscapes and open areas.
When you’re out doing what you can for the species, please take
some photos and notes to share with us. The NMFWA Pollinator
Working Group only works through collaboration. Through the
last three years many of our email contacts have gone bad, so
please take a moment to update your information with us (email
davmcnaugh@pa.gov). We would love to document the impact
DoD is having on monarch and pollinator conservation. If you’ve
had a project in the last three years, please send us a synopsis,
date, and include any funding mechanisms you used beyond normal annual funds.
David McNaughton and Albert Owen,
Pollinator Working Group Co-Chairs
The FAWN
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Updates from the 21st Annual Conference of The Wildlife Society
National Military Fish and Wildlife Association
at The Wildlife Society
Elizabeth Neipert
The Wildlife Society’s (TWS) 21st Annual Conference took place October 25-30 in Pittsburgh, PA. The NMFWA Board of Directors once
again recognized the importance of sponsoring the TWS meeting. Although travel to meetings and conferences has been difficult at the national level, a handful of members carved out a presence and carried
the NMFWA torch.

The NMFWA-sponsored exhibit table allowed the members in attendance to convey the mission and
message to many interested students, young professionals, academics, and veterans. The TWS
meeting also marked the maiden voyage of the new NMFWA banners. These light weight, compact
banners are easy to setup and more attractive than the previous incarnation, which was approaching
a decade of use. Please make sure to thank Kirsten Christopherson for all of her hard work and persistence in seeing these into fruition.

NMFWA also co-sponsored, along with the TWS Military Lands Working Group, a DoD-centered
symposium organized by Past President Dr. Rich Fischer and Vice President Elizabeth Neipert titled
“Reducing the Threat of Extinction Through Cooperative Conservation on Military Lands.” The session’s purpose was to promote a
better understanding and appreciation of the DoD mission and stewardship activities, and illustrate the
role of DoD lands and waters within
a larger regional context. It described how DoD has leveraged resources across boundaries by highlighting resource sharing and cost
efficiencies through engagement in
partnerships among military Services, private conservation groups/
NGOs, federal, state and local governments, and academic institutions. Presenters levied topics including least terns, Kirtland’s warblers, island foxes, Eastern diamondback rattlesnakes, bats, regal
fritillaries, shovel-nosed snakes, and
golden eagles.

NMFWA members with the new NMFWA banners
at the TWS Meeting in Pittsburgh, PA.
The FAWN
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National Military Fish and Wildlife Association at TWS, cont’d
As has happened at most recent meetings and workshops, travel plans for some of our presenters were amended or cancelled last minute. With a couple of slots vacated after arrival, it was a
good thing that NMFWA members banded together, as they usually do, to meet the challenge of
a presenter shortfall. The willingness of the members that quickly stepped up to present illustrates the value and cohesion of the Association; constantly adjusting to changing situations,
pooling from available resources, and still persevering. The end result was a robust symposium
with presentations on the importance of military lands to imperiled species, to dynamic partnerships with tangible effects on species and habitats; from novel approaches for delisting a protected species, to preempted research and action to prevent listing.
Although the time slot was during the afternoon on the last day of the conference
and the convention center resembled a
ghost town, we had an engaged and enthusiastic audience. We had a wellrounded and informative panel that did a
great job of illustrating the dual management strategy on DoD’s lands as well as
the critical importance of these lands to
imperiled species and the partnerships
that make it possible.
Presenters of the NMFWA sponsored symposium, “Reducing the Threat of Extinction
Through Cooperative Conservation on Military Lands”. From left to right, back row:
Dr. Rich Fischer, Dr. Eric Britzke, front
row: Dr. Patricia Baird, Janet Johnson,
Elizabeth Neipert, Dr. Jayme Waldron, David McNaughton, and Martin Piorkowski.
Absent from picture, Dr. Carol Bocetti.

A new White House tool was just launched, http://disasters.data.gov/, which is a public resource to foster collaboration and the continual improvement of disaster-related open data,
free tools, and new ways to empower survivors, first responders, and all levels of government
with critical information and resources.
A core disasters.data.gov topic is climate change: (http://www.data.gov/climate/). This is a
place to find data related to climate change to help inform and prepare America's communities, businesses, and citizens. In this pilot phase, you can find data and resources related to
coastal flooding and food resilience. Over time, they want to grow it to be able to find additional data and tools relevant to other important climate-related impacts, including risks to human health, ecosystems, and energy infrastructure. They welcome feedback on the site.
The FAWN
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A New NMFWA Bird Conservation Working Group
Over the past several years, the DoD natural resources community has experienced large changes in the way
we address installation bird conservation issues together on the national level. Changes in the way we do business, and changes in staffing and program structure mean that we no longer have a full-time PIF coordinator.
Despite these changes, the DoD Partners in Flight Program remains solvent and engaged through a part-time
Coordinator, active engagement by a 29-person steering committee, and with full support from OSD. Although DoDPIF has always been engaged and active with NMFWA, it is a separate group, and lacks a formalized base layer of membership that a Working Group can produce.
We are now looking to engage at the grassroots (i.e., installation) level to collectively gather voices amongst
ourselves across the installations and then send it up our chains of command with stewards to see that the message is coming through. By doing so, and in working collaboratively with the DoDPIF, we can ensure all issues associated with bird conservation and mission support are being addressed and elevated as appropriate.
For these reasons, we are proposing to create a formalized NMFWA Working Group on Bird Conservation
issues. We’ll cover MBTA, BGEPA, ESA, habitat health, game birds, and your day-to-day challenges like
plan writing, monitoring and management, and conservation design. This proposed Working Group would
keep the work and ideas coming from us in the masses and strengthen our voice nationally when we face challenges.
Please consider attending an organizational meeting at the DOD Conservation Training Workshop in Omaha,
submitting your support (to Richard Fischer, Richard.A.Fischer@erdc.dren.mil; to David McNaughton,
davmcnaugh@pa.gov; or to Elizabeth Neipert, elizabeth.neipert@colostate.edu), and/or voicing and voting in
upcoming decisions on chairs and charters.

DoD Natural Resources Community Websites
NMFWA is happy to introduce three websites not only within DoD but also with other federal
agencies, state and local governments and others partners with a nexus to the DoD natural resource community. These websites use photography as the foundation to allow members to
share their photos but also allow for document sharing, event announcements, and natural resource discussions. The DoD PARC site was the original website introduced in 2012 and is a
success (over 1,000 member photos posted). The DoD Natural Resource and DoD PIF sites were
developed and released in the past few months. Free membership to one or all the websites is
easy, just go to the website and sign up. Take a few moments to check them out!
DoD Natural Resources Website: https://dodnaturalresourceslibrary.shutterfly.com
DoD Partners in Flight (PIF) Website:https://dodpifphotosite.shutterfly.com
DoD Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation (PARC) Website:https://dodparcphotolibrary.shutterfly.com
The FAWN
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FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATIONS
The Department of Defense (DoD), through the Environmental Security Technology Certification Program (ESTCP), supports the demonstration of technologies that address priority DoD environmental requirements. The goal of ESTCP is to promote the transfer of innovative environmental technologies
through demonstrations that collect the data needed for regulatory and DoD end-user acceptance. Projects conduct formal demonstrations at DoD facilities and sites in operational settings to document and
validate improved performance and cost savings.
ESTCP is seeking proposals for innovative environmental technology demonstrations as candidates for
funding beginning in FY2016. This solicitation requests pre-proposals via Calls for Proposals to Federal
organizations and via a Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) for Private Sector organizations.
PRE-PROPOSALS ARE DUE BY MARCH 12, 2015.
Detailed instructions are on the ESTCP website:https://serdp-estcp.org/Funding-Opportunities/ ESTCPSolicitations/Environmental-Technologies-Solicitation <https://serdp-estcp.org/FundingOpportunities/ESTCP-Solicitations/Environmental-Technologies-Solicitation> .
DoD organizations (Service and Defense Agencies) may submit pre-proposals for demonstrations of innovative environmental technologies in the following topic areas:
 Environmental Restoration - Technologies to address the reduction of the Department's current and
future liabilities through cost-effective management and remediation of contaminants in soil, sediments, and water, as well as the treatment of wastewater on fixed installations.
 Munitions Response in Underwater Environments - Technologies to address the reduction of the Department's current liabilities due to unexploded ordnance and discarded military munitions at underwater sites.
 Resource Conservation - Technologies to support the sustainability of installations and training and
testing areas.
 Weapons Systems and Platforms - Technologies to reduce, control, or eliminate the sources of wastes
and emissions in the manufacturing, maintenance, and use of weapons systems and platforms.
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Yahoo Groups
If you'd like to join up, from the email address at which you'd like to
receive messages, send a blank email to:
NMFWA-Memberssubscribe@yahoogroups.com
Listserve messages from NMFWA
related email has been blocked by
some military IT systems. You have
the option to sign up with either
work or home email. If you’re already
getting messages from us, do nothing.
If you ever decide to leave the group,
it's simple! Just send a blank message to
NMFWA-Membersunsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
If you ever need to get your NMFWA
emails at a different address, the
easiest thing to do is "unsubscribe"
from one address and "subscribe"
from another.

NMFWA is on FACEBOOK!
To follow us on Facebook, type in National Military Fish and Wildlife
Association in the Facebook search bar and hit

The FAWN
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Partners in Flight Webinars
Did you miss the last DOD PIF webinar? Don't worry, you can still access the presentations at the DOD
PIF website: http://dodpif.org/involved/webinars.php
Introduction to Stressor Management
06/05/2014, Dr. Eric Kershner and Charisa Morris, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
The Avian Knowledge Network presentation (slides without any audio) by Leo Salas/Point Blue Conservation Science and Katie Koch/USFWS
Demonstration and Implementation of Autonomous Aerial Acoustic Recording Systems to Monitor Bird
Populations in DoD Inaccessible Areas
Dr. Richard Fischer, US Army Environmental Research and Development Center

And check the website for the next webinar.

Military Natural Resources Professional Certification Program
Details of the certification program are located on the NMFWA website. New versions of
the certification application
are posted at the site and are
available in both Word and PDF
format.
If you have any questions, you
are encouraged to contact Todd
Wills at todd.wills@nmfwa.org
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John Haddix,
Fort Wainwright, AK

Rick Lance,
ERDC-EL Vicksburg, MS

Greg Fleming,
Ft. Belvoir, VA

Jason Gibbons
Air Force Environmental Center of Excellence,
Travis AFB, CA

Michele Richards,
Ft. Custer Training Center, MI

James Swift,
NAS Patuxent River, MD

Director At-Large
Seth Berry, Naval Support Facility, Indian Head, MD
Laura Muhs, NAVFAC Headquarters, Washington DC
2014/2015 Board of Directors
President—Todd Wills, Naval Support Activity, Monterey, CA
President–Elect—Coralie Cobb, NAVFAC Southwest, CA
Vice President—Elizabeth Neipert, ERDC-EL Vicksburg, MS
Secretary—Nicole Olmstead, NAVFAC Southwest, San Diego, CA
Treasurer—Lauren Wilson, Air Force Environmental Center of Excellence, Travis AFB, CA
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The USDA National Invasive Species Information
Center has numerous conferences and training
workshops: www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/news/
calendar.php

DENIX has a list of upcoming conferences
and meetings: http://www.denix.osd.mil/
conferences/

Ecological Society of America Annual Meeting

The Wildlife Society Annual Meeting

Baltimore, MD

October 17-21, 2015
http://wildlifesociety.org/

August 9-14, 2015

http://esa.org/baltimore/

Image Credit: Assiniboine Park Conservancy

Society for Range Management, Sacramento, CA,
January 30 to February 7, 2015
http://www.rangelands.org/events/

Society of American Foresters National Convention
November 3-7. 2015
Baton Rouge, LA
http://www.xcdsystem.com/saf/site14/wp -content/
uploads/2014/10/15-Convention-Call-for-Presentations.pdf
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Omaha, Nebraska
NOTE: Titles and affiliations are for informational purposes only and do not present the individuals as
spokespersons of the Department of Defense or agency/installation listed.
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